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Abstract 
It is so-called 'transparent,' 'compositional' collocations that often become problematic for intermediate and 
advanced learners. As such collocations are not marked in any way grammatically or semantically, learners 
usually have little problem 'decoding' such strings, whereas learners sometimes face difficulties in 'encoding' 
such patterns in their own utterances. In this paper, I assigned a text-completion task to native speakers and 
learners to see what kind of collocational strings they access in an actual context-specific text-generating 
process and what kind of information in learners' dictionaries could really help learners involved in such a 
process. The results of this experiment revealed that whereas native speakers accessed several mostly 
'transparent' but highly predictable collocational strings, learners had little access to such strings. It also turned 
out that some of such transparent but recurrent strings of words observed in this particular study were more or 
less paralleled in more general data (a large corpus). In the light ofthis experiment, learners' dictionaries need 
to do more to help learners to establish access to such collocations. 

0 Background 
A recent focus on phraseological elements of language has resulted in an increasing effort to 
describe multi-word units such as idioms and collocations in learners' dictionaries. However, 
the problem would be, as Howarth [1998: 186] points out, that 'teachers ofEFL themselves, 
both native-speaker and non-native, have little understanding of the phraseological 
mechanisms of the language.' Here, we might be able to substitute 'teachers' for 
lexicographers. It is hardly surprising that it will be impossible for learners' dictionaries to 
accommodate real needs of learners without understanding this mechanism at work in actual 
language use. In this paper, I will look at what difficulties learners may face in an actual 
contextualized text-generating ('encoding') process, focusing on learners' accessibility to 
what is known as transparent, compositional but more or less restricted collocations. I will 
also analyse the result against a large corpus to see to what extent such collocations are 
predictable and how learners' dictionaries could extend a helping hand to learners in this 
regard. 

1 Methodology 
I gave both native speakers and EFL learners at Japanese senior high school the following 
task to complete the final part ofavery short article1: 
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Read the following passage and complete the rest ofthe last paragraph: 

The bath was invented before the bath plug. The bath plug could not have been invented before the 
bath, except as a small object with which to play ice hockey. The order in which inventions are made is very 
important, much more important than has ever been realized because we tend automatically to think that later 
inventions are better than earlier ones. A moment's thought will show this is not so. If, for example, a solution 
to today's urban traffic problems was proposed in the shape of a small man-powered device, a space rocket 
trying to tackle suburban problems, we would greet it as a great technological breakthrough. 'Bicycle makes 
car obsolete!' we would cry. Unfortunately, the bike came first, so we shall always unconsciously see it as a 
cruderversionofthecar 

Other things which may have been invented too early are the airship, the radio, the railway train, the 
piano-roll player and the cuff-link 

Consider also the zipper, p>lease complete - around 50 words.] 

This method has some advantages in that, by narrowing down the potential content, it will 
become easier to watch the ways in which native speakers and learners access their 
vocabulary when verbalizing a particular content. The point the original author is making is 
very simple: 'Later inventions do not necessarily supersede their earlier counterparts,' which 
is summarized in the first paragraph. The rest of the text is obviously devoted to various 
examples supporting this assertion. Therefore, when looking at the opening sentence 
('Consider also the zipper') of the final paragraph, we could quite easily guess that this 
paragraph, too, may well be allocated for yet another exemplification, with the zipper on the 
one hand and something else on the other. A basic framework will be to claim supremacy of 
an older invention over its newer counterpart by highlighting the advantages of the former 
and the disadvantages ofthe latter. As it turned out, the pattern citing buttons as an example 
of an earlier, but superior, invention was the most frequent in both groups; 39% of native 
speakers and 62% oflearners followed this path. The observation ofthe texts ofthis category 
will therefore enable us to consider the following three points: (1) What kind ofwords (co- 
occurring with the word zip(per)) do our informants access to verbalize the disadvantages of 
the zipper? Do any intertextually recurrent, preferred collocations appear within each group, 
or across two groups? (2) Is such a tendency (if there is any) also paralleled in a large, 
general corpus? Or to what extent could this pattern appearing in this particular experiment 
be predictable from a corpus? (3) How could such information be included in learners' 
dictionaries? 

2 Results 
Table A-1, A-2 show how the recurrent (i.e. accessed by more than one native speakers) 
keywords are shared among different informants, complete with other 'unique' expressions 
each informant employed. 
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iifonn 
ant 
no. 

bœak 
/brok 
en 

stek/ 
stuck 

;am 

/j* 
rara 
ed 

œpai 
r iepbce 

come 
undone compfex otiléis 

n3 1 
n47 1 1 
n5 1 1 1 
n6 1 1 1 
n7 1 1 
n23 1 add to the cost of cbthhq 

n24 1 
awkwajd m om ents, catchiig fbœs and 
thœads ń rs teeth', i; cannot be done 

n8 1 attach, iiflLU3n of iriny 
nlO 1 1 1 expensive, siuprfeiiq 
n48 1 1 
•• 1 1 1 1 iiefEcÈnt 
nl4 1 íbice to woik 
•8 1 fiusbathqV cbsed, em baiassiigV open 
n49 1 mend 

n51 1 1 
dangerous potents3V dBfrjrmg 
connotatbns 

n53 1 1 1 expense, nuisance 
•56 1 1 1 go wrong 
n54 bok too m odem 
n9 bnV the advantaqes of buttons) 
•9 bnV the advantages of buttons) 
n26 bnV the advantaqes of buttons) 
n55 bnV the advantages of buttons) 
tDtal(/ 
22/58 
) 12 4 6 1 7 2 2 

Table A-1: Native Speakers 
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mii >»" 

ant 
no. 

bœak 
/brek 
en 

st±k/ 
stuck 

/3» 
mm 
ed 

repai 
r œpbce 

come 
undone ••••••• others 

s5 1 chanqe 
Sl4 1 l 
s6 1 l danqsiDus,be iuned,made of m étal 
S21 1 l bok worse, cost a bt 
Sl7 1 recover 
Sl9 1 
s28 1 
s42 1 can tw instand heavy powers 
s30 1 l mustbuynew one 
Sl3 doesn t bok well 

S7 
costs m oie m oeny, does not ato ays m ove 
smooth]/ 

S8 
• ata ost in possiate tomake   athcme, 
ivjire 

s23 1 • dfffcuŁ to wearorchanqe the cbthes 
sl8 couHn t ft cottons and sik etc 
sl5 doesn t bok nie, 
S3 :kntatoaysqood 
s41 • notai* ays better than 
S25 • unoonvenfentfei:) 
S26 fcmV the advantages of buttons) 
S26 fonV the advantaqes of buttons) 
Sl6 bnV the advantaqes of buttons) 
s24 fcnV the advantaqes of buttons) 
sl0 bnV the advantaqes of buttons) 
s9 bnV the advantaqes of buttons) 
s20 fcmV the advantaqes of buttons) 
s37 fcmV the advantages of buttons) 

total 
</26/ 
42) 10 0 0 4 0 0 0 

Table'A-2: Learners 

•••••/••• stfck/stuc jm/^mm come 
ken • ed •••••• œpbce undone compfex 

œpbce (0 3 
9000), 

œpaimg( iEpbced (0. 

100000), 99000), undone (L. 
w oid (t- broken&. stuck (L .73 iEpaiedO. œpbciigCL. 00000) 
SCOIE MI- 41000),, /LOBI), O0OO0), 73/L594), fcmdo 
SCOTE) broke 0- .4 sthks(0 9 jämmedu. lepáis (0. iepbcem en C2fil/L6 8 
span-krM 1P DO) 9000) 41 ¡• 00) 99000) t(0 99OO0) 0)) (0•9••0) 

Table A-3: ••••• (Cobuild full-corpus) 
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native 
speakers 

learners 

ajM to the cost of clothing 
^awkward moments, catching fibres 
attach, infliction of injury 
expensive, surprising 
inefficient 
frustratingly closed, embarrassingly open 
etc. 

threads in its 'teeth', it cannot be done up. 

dangérous, be injured, made ofmetal 
la<fk worse, cost a lot 
nust buy a new one 

doesn't look nice, 
dangerous, be injured, made of metal 
etc. 

V Figure A (based on Table A-1, 2): Access to potential collocates ofzip(per) 
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Looking at Table A-1, we notice that around half of the native speakers adopting this 
discourse pattern have accessed the lemma break. Besides, lemmas such as stick, jam and 
replace (in the context of 'the zipper is hard to replace once broken') have also been 
accessed by four to seven native speakers. Apparently, in discussing disadvantages of the 
zipper, native speakers access a couple of typical, somewhat shared set of keywords and 
their choice seems to show 'family resemblances' in Wittgenstein's [1953: 32] well-known 
term. Learners (see Table A-2 above), on the other hand, have equal access to the relatively 
frequent and versatile words (lemma), break and repair, whereas they have no access to other 
words typical in native speakers' writing. Apparently, while such words as jam, stick, 
replace might have been decodable at least to some learners (indicated by an one-way 
broken arrow in Figure A above), an interesting fact is that none of my EFL learners could 
'encode' the patterns formed by these words in an actual text-producing process. In other 
words, although such combinations as zipper and get stuck, or replace and zipper can be seen 
as grammatically as well as semantically unmarked and 'transparent,' so many learners seem 
to bang their heads against this transparent language-learning 'glass-ceiling,' as it were. 
Ironically, it could be argued that the more grammatically and/or semantically marked 
('opaque') a word combination is, the easier it will be for learners to learn it (see also 
Howarth 1998); first of all, it manifests itself as a stumbling block in a normal decoding 
process. Moreover, dictionaries, leaning/testing materials and teachers are always ready to 
help learners regarding such marked patterns. Our experiment seems to suggest, it is, if 
anything, more transparent word-combinations that really impede learners' encoding, 
sometimes causing them to get 'stuck' in their utterances. To circumvent these obstacles, 
some ofthe learners renounced detailed accounts altogether by saying ße/look) good, better, 
worse, while others resorted to somewhat circumlocutory expressions such as (does)not 
always move smoothly, or doesn 't work well. We will come back to this point later. 

Finally, let's look at to what extent native speakers' choice of keywords (collocates of 
zip(per)) in our particular experiment is paralleled and thus predictable in a large, general 
corpus. The corpus used here is the full corpus ofCobuild Direct (Cobuild, hereafter). At the 
bottom ofTable A-3 above are the data concerning the strength ofcollocational link (t-score 
and N4I-score) between each collocate and zip(per)(s). From this, we can observe that such 
word-forms as broken, stuck, jammed, replacing have relatively high t-scores and stuck and 
replacing have high MI-scores as well. Such words as repair, (be) complex and the (come) 
undone, on the other hand, have relatively lower t-scores, indicating that they are less 
strongly (i.e. more freely) connected to zip(per) . (Undo (transitive active verb) has a strong 
link, but this word-form never appeared in our experiment.) Although it might be open to 
discussion that these t-scores are statistically 'significant,' it could be also argued that these 
combinations appear to be too 'significant' to ignore in our experiment; the accessibility of 
word-strings with this level of general frequency does matter in a real text-producing 
process. Finally in passing, let's look at how the original text goes: 

Zips represent a technological advance on buttons, being faster and more complete. They are also more liable to 
come adrift , break, iam. malfunction, stick and catch. Buttons can only go wrong ifthe thread is faulty. Even 
then, buttons can be mended by the user. Zips rarely can. 
QAy emphases) 

The author has tightly packed all pros and cons ofboth the zipper and buttons and strikingly, 
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he accesses three ofour common keywords, namely break,jam, and stick. 

3 Conclusion — How can a Learners' Dictionary Help Learners? 
Based on the findings above, then how could learners' dictionaries really*help learners 
establish access to those items that were formerly denied to them? Despite that such 
communication strategies as avoidance or circumlocution [Tarone 1977] employed by our 
learners are highly effective in real-time communication, it would sometimes also be 
necessary to 'compensate' such compensative strategies in some way or other. Unless our 
learners can get an instant feedback from their interlocutors or teachers, they may well 
consult their dictionaries for this kind ofencoding information. (The function ofa learners' 
dictionary to help learners in such an encoding process is pointed out by Cowie [1981, 1989, 
1998] and Carter [1987]). In this light, it would be intriguing to take a look at the entry of 
zip(per) in various monolinguaVbilingual learners' dictionaries. What concerns us here is 
whether learners' dictionaries can provide any information that might help our learners to 
overcome their encoding difficulties. (See Table B below.) 

Category 
dfctbnares( 
publäierttl 
e,year) 

entry break/broken stek/stuck jro/jamme 
d 

iepař ••••• com e/be 
undone 

compfex 

hirhgi 1•] •••••• 
h-Japanese) 
Laméis1 

diľttraiy 

Taíhuten: 
Unabrbgsd 
Genüs 
Engfen- 
Japanese 
Ditrnar/; 
2001 

zi> 

zpper 

TaÉhuten: 
GeniisEJD. 
1994 

zp 

zpper 

Sansexb: 
TheNew 
GbbalEJD 
2001 

zp 

ziper 
Sanseüo: 
TheNew 
CicwnEJD 

zp 

zpper 

, :, ••*• 
Lighthouse 
EJD   1995 

zp 

zíper 
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Categoly 
disonares( 
pubfehertü 
e,year) 

enüy tneak/bmksn stfcV stuck 
d 

•••••• •••••• come/be 
undone ccmpfex 

monoïïigual 
Engten 
bamejs' 
dčtxnaiBS 

OxfcnJUP: 
OxfcBä 
Advanced 
Learners 
Dirtbnaiy 
6tned. 
•••)2000 

zp 
My zpB 
stuck. 

zçper 

Longman: 
Dŕtmar/of 
Canten penai 
yEngMi.- 
3ided.wiii 
new woids 
suppfement( 
LDCE) 2001 

zp 
The zp on my 
skit had 
broken. 

YourzpB 
undone at 
the back. 

zpper 

••••••••• 
S:CobuiB 
Engten 
Dfctbnar/ 
tir 
Advanced 
Leamezs3id 
ed.2001 

zp 

zpper 

Longman: 
Language 
Actuator 
1993 

zp 

zpper 

Category 
dfctbnarEs{ 
publBherttL 
e,vear) 

entry bisak/brofoen stfck/stuck 
jm/jn\me 
d 

iepair œpbce 
ccme/be 
undone 

compbx 

monolhgual 
specjaired 
ccQbcatbn 
dfctfcnaiy 

John 
Benjmiis: 
TheBBl 
CcmbiiatDiy 
Dfctfcnaiy of 
Engläi 1986 

2• azpgets 
stuck 

z*per 

•••••••••• 
h-Japanese) 
specÈlÉed 
colbcatm 
dfctfcnaiy 

Kenkyusha: 
Diľtbnar/of 
EngMi 
Co3bcatbn 
onCD-ROM 
&DEC ) 1996 

zp 

Thezp 
stuck/The 
zpgot 
stuck/The 
zp • stuck 
open •ut]. 

The zp 
came 
undone. 

zpper 

The zpperon 
hÉsfeepiig 
bag was 
•••••. 

Yourzp 
sopen 
dandone]. 

Table B: Dictionaries 

Among major mono7bi-lingual learners' dictionaries as well as some specialized collocation 
dictionaries I have consulted, OALD, LDCE, BBI and KDCE seem to have useful 
information to our learners. N0 wonder, however, none of them covers the whole range of 
native speakers' schema (zipper-dysfunctional schema, as it were) instantiated in our 
experiment (a zipper sticks/••••••••••,   replace  a  ••••••)  zipper).   As  regards  the 
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presentation of such schema-forming collocates, OALD appears to be the most systematic: 
the collocational examples are apparently grouped together according to a coherent schema 
(to do up/undo/open/close a zip). As Cowie [1986] proposes that collocates of related 
meanings be put together within each grammatical class under superordinate terms, this 
method of presentation will not merely help learners imagine overall lexicaMsemantic 
'profile' ofa word [Stubbs 2001] but also serve as a learners' encoding resource, enabling 
them to establish quick access to (even transparent) strings underlying each word. Since it is 
only at this moment that an individual, isolated word begins to appear as an integral part of 
the entire linguistic network and thus becomes really available to learners in real 
communication, this kind of knowledge will be no less important than that of grammatical 
parts-of-speech. (We may even call this information semantic/lexical 'parts-of-speech'.) Of 
course, there is a great deal of discussion as to the role and efficacy of examples in a 
dictionary (see fNesi 2000], [Cowie 1989], for example), and it will require more research to 
see whether or how learners can (or can be trained to) successfully take advantage of such 
information in a dictionary in their encoding process. In any event, it could be said that 
whereas many learners will be able to encode, without difficulty, a past-tense suffix of a 
'transparent' regular verb, they cannot necessarily encode 'transparent' collocations without 
necessary information. It will be worth considering, therefore, what kind of information in a 
dictionary can really help learners and how it should be presented, especially now that 
various electronic formats (CD-ROM, Web) are available which can contain vast amount of 
data in a three-dimensional way. 

Endnote 
1. The informants and conditions under which they completed the text are as follows: 
58 Native speakers (British, Australian, American): average age: 35.6 They did the task by answering 
my questionnaire by mail or e-mail. 
42 EFL learners: 18 year-old high school students in Tokyo who have studied English for five years 
(about five hours a week) in an EFL setting. They did their task, without any use of referential 
materials, as part oftheir regular 50-minute test. 
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